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Introduction to 
AirBeam® Awnings
Not long after we started the inflatable revolution with our unique Vango AirBeam® system it became obvious, very quickly, that the technology 
had benefits others would love too. So in 2013 we launched our awning ranges and have never looked back. The years we put into development 
and testing, meant that we were able to launch our Vango AirBeam® Awning collections with a high degree of confidence and, as a result, have 
hardly been able to keep up with demand. 
This year, Karen, who heads up our Awning design team, has created a wider range to meet the growing demand for choice. We have continued 
to innovate with new features, fabrics and designs; however, we have also developed the collections to meet a wider range of personal needs 
and price points. 

VANGO AIRAWAY®- DRIVE-AWAY AWNINGS  
For 2016, we have expanded the collection further with the introduction of the Galli, ideal for anyone who wants a larger and more usable space 
from their awning, and the wider, more luxurious Kela Deluxe with a removable zipped sun canopy. 
  
VANGO AIRAWNING®- CARAVAN AWNINGS  
Following the success of Vango AirAway® awnings, we introduced our collection of caravan awnings in 2014. Our  models offer durable, high 
quality, inflatable caravan awnings that save time and take all the stress out of set up when you arrive on your favourite site.
For 2016, the popular Braemar and Varkala continue with impressive updates, including upgraded fabrics and optional storage. New to the 
collection are the Rapide and the range topping Kalari, offered in multiple sizes, featuring the New Sentinel fabrics and SuperBeams. The Kalari 
Annex has been designed to compliment the Kalari range, providing an extra external bedroom, or storage space, with easy zipped attachment.   

Why Choose a Vango Awning?

NEW SENTINEL FAbRICS

THE ORIGINAL AIRBEAM®

Established in the West of Scotland in 1966, Vango is a market
leader within the UK Outdoor industry, with a distinguished history
of designing and manufacturing cutting edge outdoor equipment. 
Following 12 years of development, in 2011 Vango pioneered and 
originated the use of AirBeam® inflatable technology in place of 
traditional poles.  
It takes time, knowledge and bravery to develop something new. 
We spent years engineering and re-engineering our Vango AirBeam® 
technology. We scrapped more prototypes than we care to 
remember, before we were happy to launch our pioneering awnings. 
Whilst others, who now flatter us with attempted imitation, looked 
on and mocked our ideas, we strove for perfection. Doing things 
right is what we stand for, which is why people trust Vango and have 
done for 50 years. 
  
TRIED AND TESTED TECHNOLOGY
Vango use tried and tested AirBeam® technology which is easy to 
inflate and maintain. The Vango AirBeams® are pre-attached beams 
encased in a highly robust, double-skinned sleeve system that 
create a stable structure when inflated.
 

If necessary, these are easy to repair or replace yourself, or through 
your local AirBeam® Service Centre.
We operate our own After Sales Centre and have a network of over 
20 approved Vango AirBeam® Service Centres throughout the UK 
and Ireland to provide local support if you need it. 
We weather test every model of awning during development, in a 
certified wind and rain test centre, to ensure they can withstand 
even the most extreme weather conditions! 
  
INDEPENDENT AIRBEAM® SYSTEM 
Vango AirBeam® offers an effortless system of independent 
AirBeams® which are not only easy to inflate, but easy to maintain. 
Each Vango AirBeam® is independent of the next and inflated in 
seconds by a separate valve. If at any point the inner tube needs to 
be replaced, it is easily accomplished.  
Furthermore, as the originators of inflatable AirBeam® technology 
we developed the Vango AirSpeed® Valve system to make using 
a Vango AirBeam® awning even easier, by eliminating the need to 
screw or unscrew a cap.  Equally the AirSpeed® valve is positioned 
in a more convenient location for inflating and deflating your awning.  
 
Just a few of the great reasons to love Vango AirBeam®!

SENTINEL ACTIVE 70
A 70 denier polyester fabric, which has been used 
extensively in Vango family tents for many years. It 
combines strength and weight to provide a compact 
product that is highly waterproof and durable.

SENTINEL COMFORT 150
This high quality, longer lasting fabric has both great 
feel and durability characteristics. Sentinel Comfort 
uses a 150 denier polyester yarn that is woven to 
produce a material that is very durable. We then give it 
a PU coating to make it highly waterproof.

SENTINEL PRO 420
The 420 denier double ripstop threads we weave into 
Sentinel Pro, provide an incredibly strong fabric that 
will withstand a great deal of punishment from the sun, 
wind and rain. The high-density base fabric, combined 
with the technical coatings we use, make Sentinel 
Pro a market leader in terms of waterproofness and 
longevity.

SENTINEL LUXE 600
This is the pinnacle of our awning material ranges. 
As with all of our fabrics, it is highly waterproof and 
able to withstand most weather conditions. The super 
strong 600 denier double ripstop threads make it one 
of the strongest awning fabrics on the market and this, 
combined with a texturised 300 denier base material, 
provides a fabric that is not only strong and durable, 
but also gives the awning a truly luxurious look and 
feel.
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600

In awnings, fabric is one of the most critical elements in creating 
world class products and, here at Vango, we have five decades 
of experience in creating the right materials for the job. In this 
collection we offer four superb fabric options, all of which feature 
fully taped seams to help meet a wide range of needs. This 
will allow you to consider factors like weight, durability, water 
resistance, look, feel and of course price, before you make your 
final selection.
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GETTING STARTED
   AirAway® 

What attachment options are available?
Vango use tried and tested AirBeam® technology which is easy to inflate and maintain. There are various 
attachment options for a Vango AirAway® Awning. These are: kador, fixing kit, storm straps and hook and loop. 
An additional attachment option is a pole and clamp for gutter rails, which are sold separately. 

Kador - The AirAway® comes pre-fitted with a 6mm kador strip. If there is a pre-attached rail on your vehicle, 
the awning can be slid directly through it. However, we recommend using a fixing kit (sold separately) to ensure 
the kador fits snugly and to provide flexibility when driving the vehicle away whilst the AirAway® is still pitched. 
The different types of rails that use a fixing kit are shown below :

        Awning Channel Rail                Wind-Out Rail        J-Rail

These kits are available from all good awning stockists and comprise of a long, double-edged, beaded strip of 
material and, depending on their length, three or four pieces of figure-8 shaped plastic.  It is really important 
that you know the dimensions of your attachment point before you purchase a fixing kit (if it is a wind out 
awning, you will also need to know the brand name as well as the dimensions). There are two different types 
of fixing kit available: 6mm to 6mm and 6mm to 4mm. These sizes relate to the dimensions of the beaded 
material strips found in the fixing kit. The latter figure – 6mm and 4mm respectively - is the most important, as 
this is your vehicle attachment point measurement.

    Top Tip: 
To ensure your fixing kit is long enough, buy one that is slightly longer than you need and trim it down.
Webbing straps - If you don’t already have an attachment point on your vehicle, don’t panic, as webbing 
straps can be used! The webbing straps are supplied with the awning and can be clipped into the buckles on 
the rear of the AirAway® roof. The straps can then be passed over the roof of the vehicle and pegged into the 
ground. It is also important to adjust the straps to fully tension the roof of the awning.
To protect your ground sheet and make your awning last longer, we recommend that you use a Vango 
footprint. Not only will it prevent damage to your ground sheet, but it will also keep it clean and dry, handy 
when packing away.

    Top Tip:
If you are throwing straps over the top of your van, buy a couple of tennis balls, put a slit in them, push the 
ends of the strap into them, then throw them over the top. 
Hook and loop tabs - If you have roof bars on your vehicle you can attach the awning through the hook and 
loop tabs that are supplied with the awning.
Pole and clamp - A pole and clamp system can be bought separately and is used with a deep gutter on the 
vehicle. Slide the pole into the sleeve at the top of the rear section of the AirAway®. Place the pole and fabric 
into the gutter on the vehicle, and use the clamps to secure at both ends and in the centre.

How do I use the fixing kit to attach my awning to the vehicle?
Simply slide the figure-8 pieces of plastic on to the edge of the pre-attached awning kador then slide the fixing 
kit kador on to the other side of the figure-8. This is then ready to slide into the groove/channel of the vehicle 
rail. 

What is TBS®II?   
Vango’s patented TBS® II – Tension Band System ensures 
that your awning performs in adverse conditions, especially
strong, changeable winds. In calm conditions the system can
be disconnected if desired. When tensioned, the bands brace
the AirBeam® and prevent sideways movement. The buckles 
should be adjusted so that slack is removed, but not over 
tensioned, as this may deform the beams.

  
  AirAwning® 

How easy is it to put up and how do I attach it to my vehicle? Also, can I do it on my own?
AirBeam® technology is easy to inflate and maintain, so even if
you are on your own it is simple to pitch and attach to your
vehicle. There is a pre-attached kador strip on the awning
that slides easily into the caravan channel. You can simply
feed the leading edge of the kador into the front or rear of
your caravan’s rail and gently pull the AirAwning® into the
desired position, ensuring the roof of the AirAwning® is
positioned on the horizontal part of the caravan’s awning
rail. (Please only pull your AirAwning® by the webbing loop
at either end of the kador). Once pegged out, each AirBeam® can be inflated in seconds using the double 
action pump supplied. Each caravan awning is supplied with a draught skirt, rear supporting poles and foam 
draught excluder pads to seal it against your caravan. 

How does it stand up to adverse weather conditions? 
We weather test every model of awning during development, in a certified wind and rain test centre, to ensure 
they can withstand the most extreme weather conditions!
Each awning comes complete with detachable storm straps that can be attached in windy conditions. The 
bracer AirBeams® included will increase the tension in the roof and provide extra stability.
In windy conditions, traditional awnings with poles can damage the caravan, motorhome or campervan they 
are attached to. The poles can cause dents or holes, if they bang up against the vehicle. AirBeam® awnings 
help protect against this, as the beams have no hard edges to cause damage.



QUICK TIP
Top of the cap can be 
used as a key for cold, 
gloved, wet or less 
nimble fingers

STEP 5
To deflate the AirBeam® 
(remove the cap) press and 
turn the button from 
CLOSED to OPEN

STEP 3
Inflate the AirBeam® 

to 7-8psi

STEP 1
To inflate remove 
the locking cap

STEP 2
If starting with the valve in the 
OPEN position - turn the button
to CLOSED before inflating. 
Alternatively  turn the adaptor
fully until it clicks. 

STEP 4
Replace cap on valve and
turn to locked position

AIRSPEED®-
HOW IT WORKS
The success of our pioneering Vango AirBeam® 
Technology allowed us to develop the Vango 
AirSpeed® valve system to make using 
your AirBeam® awning or tent even easier, 
eliminating the need to screw or unscrew a 
cap. Equally the Vango AirSpeed® valve is 
positioned in a more convenient location for 
inflating and deflating.



ALL DRIVEAWAY AWNINGS SUPPLIED WITH:
+   Roof bar attachment tabs
+  Over vehicle webbing straps 
+   Pre-attached kador strip
+   ‘Wide-mouth’ carry bag with compression straps
+   Steel rock pegs
+   Double action pump
+   Two year warranty
+   Product weight quoted includes all above



Low / STANDARD / TALLIDRIS
+ Linked-in groundsheet
+ Vango patented TBS®II (See Getting Started)

+ Easy access doors
+ Doors in connection tunnel between your
 vehicle and awning
+ Fully zipped mesh doors
+ King pole front door
+ Dropdown groundsheet at front door

Surfing, hiking, sailing, cycling, kayaking or simply just relaxing. Let the light and super quick Idris be part of your adventure. This 
freestanding drive-away awning offers a combination of convenience and space; providing a sizeable extension for living, sleeping 
or storage. Designed by Vango, the enclosed linked-in groundsheet system offers all the comfort of a fully sewn in groundsheet 
but can be rolled away when not in use and is easy to clean. You might want to consider buying optional bedrooms, to use your 
awning as a spare bedroom attached to the side of your vehicle. The front door can also be king poled out as a functional shade 
from the sun/rain The Idris AirAway® Awning, in its oversized carry bag, has the lightest pack weight in our range and is a great 
choice for campervan, motorhome owners and people with smaller caravans.

OPTIONAL ADDITIONS: 
Fitted carpet, Footprint, Airspeed® replacement tube (600cm), 
Airspeed® bracer beam (136cm), Bedroom drive away, 
Adjustable steel king pole.

SENTINEL
active
70

Product Weight: 14.45kg
Packed: 70 x 32 x 32cm

RRP: £400

Product Weight: 14.25kg
Packed: 70 x 31 x 31cm

RRP: £400

STANDARDLow

Product Weight: 14.65kg
Packed: 70 x 33 x 33cm

RRP: £420
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KELA
+ Fully sewn-in groundsheet
+ Vango patented TBS®II (See Getting Started) 

+ Doors in connection tunnel between your
 vehicle and awning
+ Fully zipped mesh doors
+ King pole front door
+ Zipped privacy curtains

OPTIONAL ADDITIONS: 
Fitted carpet, Footprint, Airspeed® replacement tube (590cm), 
Airspeed® bracer beam (136cm), Bedroom drive away.

The market leading Kela, which is the driving force behind our freestanding awning collection now includes a ‘Low’ size option, 
designed  to compliment low motorhomes. Kela also features our new high quality Sentinel Pro 420 double ripstop fabric. This, 
coupled with bracer beam and a set of storm straps, makes the Kela a highly durable and well designed drive-away awning. With a 
door on each side of the connection tunnel, this is an ideal entry point to your vehicle and a great area for storage that will help keep 
the awning and your vehicle clean and dry. Don’t fret about stormy conditions, our patented TBS®II - Tension Band System ensures 
your awning will remain stable in harsh weather and for normal conditions, simply tuck it away into the dedicated pockets. The Kela 
is a beautifully designed drive-away awning that will compliment your campervan or motorhome.

Product Weight: 17.10kg
Packed: 78 x 37 x 35cm

RRP: £500

LOW
TALL

XL STANDARD

Product Weight: 17.50kg
Packed: 78 x 37 x 36cm

RRP: £550

Product Weight: 22.45kg
Packed: 78 x 39 x 37cm

RRP: £720

LOW / STANDARD / TALL 
XL STANDARD

SENTINEL
PRO
420

180-210
Adjustable213

370

310
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Product Weight: 17.35kg
Packed: 78 x 37 x 35cm

RRP: £520

205-235
Adjustable

213

370
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Adjustable
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NEW



*Kela Low shown





KELA DLX
+ Side door canopy
+ Fully sewn-in groundsheet
+ Vango patented TBS®II (See Getting Started)

+ Doors in connection tunnel between your
 vehicle and awning
+ Fully zipped mesh doors
+ Zipped privacy curtains

The new Kela III Deluxe inflatable drive away awning, not only provides the benefit of extra living and storage space, but also offers the 
opportunity to extend your living area outside, with the inclusion of a large, detachable sun canopy. Vango’s Vista Front has a collection 
of huge windows at the front of the awning, which flood the awning with light and provide a great viewing gallery. The impressive width of 
the awning accommodates not only one, but two optional bedrooms side by side, perfect for a camp out under the stars, ideal for those 
with a larger family. Expertly designed, the Kela III Deluxe uses Vango Sentinel Pro 420 - a high quality double ripstop polyester fabric for 
superior strength and long lasting durability.  The Kela III Deluxe really is the pinnacle in drive-away awning design.

OPTIONAL ADDITIONS: 
Fitted carpet, Footprint, Airspeed® replacement tube 
(590/650cm), Airspeed® bracer beam (149cm), Bedroom 
drive away.

Product Weight: 21.45kg
Packed: 78 x 38 x 33cm

RRP: £730

310 LOW

310 LOW NEW

SENTINEL
PRO
420

180-210
Adjustable

210

310

398100

Creates a sheltered entry into the tent, preventing water from 
landing on the interior of your Kela DLX Awning. 

Airbeam® Overhang Side door



OPTIONAL ADDITIONS: 
Fitted carpet, Footprint, Airspeed® replacement tube (610cm), 
Bedroom drive away.

SENTINEL
PRO
420

+ Fully sewn-in groundsheet
+ Vango patented TBS®II (See Getting Started)

+ Door in connection tunnel between your
 vehicle and awning
+ Fully zipped mesh doors
+ Storm straps
+ Zipped privacy curtains

Three words express the very essence of the new Galli: innovative, contemporary and versatile. It’s impressive in structure and 
design, ideal for anyone who wants a larger and more usable space from their awning. The awning sits parallel to the vehicle, 
coupled with the pre-bent AirBeams® and curved roof, the Galli offers a higher than average level of comfort and at the same time 
is efficient in its use of space on a campsite pitch. The ‘Low’ works particularly well with low motorhome style vehicles. There is 
even the option to add in one or two bedrooms to offer dedicated sleeping space at the rear , whilst leaving living room space at the 
front of the awning. Constructed with Vango Sentinel Pro 420 - a high quality double ripstop polyester fabric for superior strength 
and long lasting durability. Flexibility is key in a drive-away inflatable awning and to enhance this, we have included a side door in 
the connection tunnel between the awning and your vehicle, creating a great area for storage that will help keep your space clean 
and dry. The Galli brings a fresh approach to drive-away awnings.

Product Weight: 26.60kg
Packed: 78 x 42 x 40cm

RRP: £800

Product Weight: 26.80kg
Packed: 78 x 43 x 41cm

RRP: £820

Product Weight: 27.20kg
Packed: 78 x 44 x 42cm

RRP: £850
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SUN CANOPY airhub

WINDBREAK

+ ‘Diamond-Clear’windows with 
 internal covers
+ Skylight roof panels
+ High opening parallel zip doors
 on each side can be secured
 with King Poles (available as an 
 optional addition)
+ Handled carry bag
+ Optional groundsheet available

+ ‘Diamond-Clear’ PVC viewing  panel
+ Steel frame with pole foot spikes 
    with ground plates
+ Rock pegs
+ Carry bag

It’s a simple concept yet surprisingly useful - a sun canopy that provides shade from the 
elements! A simple and easy to use sun canopy, designed to provide a sheltered outdoor 
space to your vehicle for the ultimate viewing gallery in your surroundings. Enriched with 
150 denier fabric with a waterproof level of 6000mm, it provides a tough and sturdy shield. 
It is made with a pre-attached kador strip to easily attach to your vehicle, with an adjustable 
alloy pole so it fits neatly to the height of your vehicle. 

This unique AirtHub offers additional communal space and incredibly quick setup 
for both motorhomes and caravans. Not too big and not too small - just right! The 
Excalibur grey fits perfectly in tone with our awning ranges. The AirHub offers 
great flexibility in all weathers and can be king poled out to create a shelter on 
any of the 4 sides or fully zipped up when the weather lets you down. Ideal for al 
fresco dining with groups of friends or families.

Product Weight: 3.00kg
Packed: 78 x 11 x 11cm

RRP: £100

Product Weight: 11.30kg
Packed: 67 x 32 x 28cm

RRP: £260

RRP: £115
Product Weight: 3.80kg
Packed: 78 x 13 x 13cm

RRP: £120

Product Weight: 4.30kg
Packed: 78 x 15 x 15cm

RRP: £140

SENTINEL
COMFORT
150

2m

3m
4m

NEW NEW

NEW

2m / 3m / 4m

250 200

240

215

380 300

240

215

240

450 400

215
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PRO
420



OPTIONAL ADDITIONS for VANGO airaway®

Drive-away kits are available in:
• 3m length kador strips (4mm & 6mm) £25
• 3m length kador strips (6mm & 6mm) £25
• 4m length kador strips (4mm & 6mm) £30
• 4m length kador strips (6mm & 6mm) £30
NB: We recommend checking which size of kit
you need with your retailer before you buy.

VANGO 
AIRAWAY®:

IDRIS STANDARD

IDRIS TALL

KELA LOW

KELA STANDARD

KELA TALL

KELA XL STANDARD

FOOTPRINT

2

ADJUSTABLE
KING POLES

3

AIRSPEED® 
REPLACEMENT TUBE

4

AIRSPEED® 
BRACER BEAM

5

STORM STRAPS

£8

£8

£8

£8

£8

£8

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

6

FITTED
CARPET

1

£26

£26

£26

£26

£26

£30£75

£75

£75

£75

DRIVE-AWAY
KIT

9

POLE & CLAMP

7

DRIVE AWAY
BEDROOM

£50

£50

£50

£50

£50

£50

8

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

KELA DLX 310 LOW £8 £15£28 £50

GALLI LOW £8 £15£30 £50

£8 £15GALLI STANDARD £30 £50

600 x 10cm

600 x 10cm

600 x 10cm

600 x 10cm

600 x 10cm

600 x 10cm

600 x 10cm

610 x 13cm

610 x 13cm

610 x 13cm £8 £15GALLI TALL £30

£60

£60

£60

£60

£60

£60

£60

£50

136 x 10cm

IDRIS LOW £8 £15£26 £50£20 600 x 10cm 136 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

171 x 10cm
230 x 6.5cm

1 2 3 74

5

6 8

9



ALL CARAVAN AWNINGS SUPPLIED WITH:
+   Foam draught excluder pads
+   Rear supporting poles
+   Storm straps 
+   Bracer beams 
+   PVC draught skirt 
+   Steel rock pegs 
+   Wheel arch cover x 2 
+   Double action pump 
+   ‘Wide-mouth’ carry bag with compression straps
+   Product weight quoted includes all above



+ Flexible door opening
+ Pre-bent SuperBeamTM for increased 
     usable height
+ Mesh side windows with PVC covers
+ Zipped privacy curtains
+ Bracing beam included
+ Adjustable pegging points

Product Weight: 17.90kg
Packed: 78 x 31 x 30cm

RRP: £375

250

350

Product Weight: 20.10kg
Packed: 78 x 37 x 31cm

RRP: £430

250 / 350RAPIDE
NEW

OPTIONAL ADDITIONS: 
Fitted carpet, Airspeed® replacement tube (570/655cm), 
Airspeed® bracer beam (200cm), Hanging storage & hanging 
coat rail.

The Rapide delivers a unique mix of rapid inflation, low weight, convenience and innovative design. With larger diameter 
Single SuperBeamTM and durable Vango Sentinel Comfort 150 fabric. Featuring large diamond clear windows with elegant and 
convenient zipped up curtains, this caravan awning provides an excellent conservatory style living space to the side of the your 
caravan. Draught skirts, support poles and wheel arch covers are all included to provide a comfortable outdoor living space. A 
really quick pitching, light weight caravan awning, the Rapide is ideal for those who are more frequently mobile and looking for 
an awning that saves time but does not compromise on space.

250

236-250

275

200 236-250

350

275

200

SENTINEL
COMFORT
150

Designed to increase the flexibility of your awning, when 
pitching on a particularly high van, or uneven ground. If you 
find that the rear pegging points do not reach the ground, use 
these straps. View our YouTube instructional video for a simple 
2 stage process of how to attach this. 

Extension pegging strap



+ Flexible door opening
+ PVC draught and mud strip
+ Mesh side windows with PVC covers
+ Zipped privacy curtains
+ Bracer beams included
+ Adjustable pegging points

280

420

Product Weight: 22.45kg
Packed: 78 x 39 x 36cm

RRP: £500

Product Weight: 27.00kg
Packed: 78 x 45 x 37cm

RRP: £600

280 / 420braemar
The Braemar continues the Vango AirBeam® revolution we started in 2011. A caravan awning that inflates in a matter of minutes - taking 
the stress out of set up - the Braemar is a luxurious addition to transform the space outside your caravan. It comes in our new Vango 
Sentinel Comfort 150 fabric, which is both luxurious and durable. As with all Vango awnings, we have packed in a huge array of features 
including diamond clear windows, elegantly designed zipped curtains and lighting attachment point. For additional storage there is the 
option to add in a hanging storage system, which is designed to fit with a kador strip. The Braemar is the full package: it includes a 
draught skirt, foam protective pads, support poles, wheel arch covers as well as stabilising bracer beams!

OPTIONAL ADDITIONS: 
Fitted carpet, Airspeed® replacement tube (410cm), 
Airspeed® bracer beam (131cm), Bedroom drive away, 
Hanging storage & hanging coat rail.

SENTINEL
COMFORT
150

UPDATE

236-250192

250

280

236-250192

250

415 To add extra security in high winds to your awning we 
have introduced detachable webbing storm straps. If 
conditions are particularly windy, the storm straps add 
an extra layer of stability to your awning.

webbing storm straps







+ Flexible door opening
+ PVC draught and mud strip
+ Mesh side windows with PVC covers
+ Zip-up privacy curtains
+ Oversized bracing beams included
+ Adjustable pegging points

Product Weight: 24.10kg
Packed: 78 x 40 x 40cm

RRP: £650

280

360
420

520

Product Weight: 26.00kg
Packed: 78 x 42 x 41cm

RRP: £700

Product Weight: 29.15kg
Packed: 78 x 43 x 41cm

RRP: £750

Product Weight: 33.40kg
Packed: 78 x 48 x 44cm

RRP: £850

280 / 360
420 / 520varkala

The renowned Varkala has been enhanced for 2016. Designed in a striking cloud grey colour, we have used Vango Sentinel Pro 420 
double ripstop polyester fabric for superior strength and long lasting durability. Using our pre-bent beam technology, we are able to offer 
much greater usable living space than most awnings of this type. The massive diamond clear windows, which include elegant zipped up 
curtains (designed to match our range of soft accessories), flood this conservatory style awning with light and with full mesh option on 
the side windows, you can let air flow through on hot days. The new front doors maximise flexibility; they can be unzipped from the top, 
zipped and rolled to the side or even fully removed. For additional flexibility, there is an option to add in a bedroom and even hanging 
storage that uses pre-attached kador to fit snuggly to your caravan!

OPTIONAL ADDITIONS: 
Fitted carpet, Airspeed® replacement tube (410cm), 
Airspeed® bracer beam (117/131/171cm), Bedroom drive 
away, Hanging storage & hanging coat rail.

SENTINEL
PRO
420

UPDATE

236-250192

250

280

236-250192

250

360

236-250192

250

415

236-250192

250

520



+   Includes hanging storage & coat rail
+   New SuperBeamsTM

+   Flexible door opening
+   Skylight windows
+   Mesh side windows with PVC covers
+   Zipped privacy curtains
+   Bracing beams included

OPTIONAL ADDITIONS: 
Fitted carpet, Airspeed® replacement tube (390/475cm), 
Airspeed® bracer beam (117/131/163cm), Kalari annex, 
Airspeed® replacement tube for Annex (405cm)

Designed to maximise your space for the Kalari caravan awning, 
the Kalari annex is easy and quick to attach. It is designed with one 
AirBeam® for ease of pitching and zips on to either side of the Kalari. 
Equipped with Sentinel Luxe it offers a high quality Ripstop polyester 
fabric for superior strength and long lasting durability. Flexibility 
is important and the annex provides every aspect of this, with its 
included bedroom inner that fits our double airbeds.

Product Weight: 35.35kg
Packed: 78 x 46 x 45cm

RRP: £900

420

520

kalari annex

annex

Product Weight: 40.40kg
Packed: 78 x 48 x 47cm

RRP: £1000

Product Weight: 15.00kg
Packed: 62 x 24 x 22cm

RRP: £200

Precision, luxurious styling, craftsmanship and innovation are the watchwords for the new Kalari. Every detail, in this premium caravan 
awning, immediately makes it one of the most progressive air caravan awnings on the market. Using our pre-bent SuperBeamTM 

technology, we are able to offer much greater usable living space than most awnings of this type. From its distinctive curved shape 
to the Vista front windows and the supreme Vango Sentinel Luxe 600 fabric, this collection provides a truly sensational level of 
quality. The Kalari has flexi doors with multiple options allowing them to be opened to any level that suits you. Additional features 
include elegant zipped privacy curtains, lantern hanging points, mesh side windows with PVC covers and large diamond clear 
windows. The pinnacle of design elegance, the Kalari has it all.

420 / 520
annexKALARI

NEW

SENTINEL
LUXE
600
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OPTIONAL ADDITIONS for VANGO airawNING®

VANGO 
AWNING®:
RAPIDE 250

RAPIDE 350

BRAEMAR 280

BRAEMAR 420

VARKALA 280

VARKALA 360

VARKALA 420

VARKALA 520

KALARI 420

KALARI 520

ADJUSTABLE
KING POLES

3
AIRSPEED® 

REPLACEMENT TUBE

4
AIRSPEED® 

BRACER BEAM

5
STORM STRAPS

(350cm)

6

ANNEX

1
FITTED

CARPET

2
DRAUGHT 

SKIRT

10
WHEEL ARCH 

COVER

11
BEDROOM
CARAVAN

7
HANGING 
STORAGE 

8
COAT RAIL

9

KALARI ANNEX

570 x 13cm

685 x 13cm

410 x 10cm

410 x 10cm

410 x 10cm

410 x 10cm

410 x 10cm

410 x 10cm

390 x 13cm(Side)

(Middle) 475 x 13cm

390 x 13cm(Side)

(Middle) 475 x 13cm

280 x 10cm

£50

£65

£50

£70

£50

£60

£70

£80

£70

£90

£200

£200

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£7

£7

£7

£7

£7

£7

£7

£7

£7

£7

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

£20

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£15

£50

£50

£50

£50

£50

£50

£50

£50

220 x 10cm

220 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

171 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

171 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

171 x 10cm

136 x 10cm

£20

£25

£20

£20

£25

£20

£25

£25

£30

£30

£25

21 3 4

5

976

108

11
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Coloured and designed to compliment our awnings



The Ambience is a statement sleeping bag. Designed to create the ultimate 
sleeping experience the user can easily convert from a 3 to a 2 season bag 
by simply zipping one layer away, offering complete versatility. A unique new 
pattern and distinct colours makes this the perfect bag for first time campers, 
motorhomers and caravanners.

suggested   usage:
performance:
tog:
dimensions:
max  user  height:
weight:
fill  weight:
packed:
zip side:
unit:
RRP:

suggested   usage:
performance:
tog:
dimensions:
max  user  height:
weight:
fill  weight:
packed:
zip side:
unit:
RRP:

suggested   usage:
performance:
dimensions Pillow/Blanket:
weight:
fill  weight:
packed:
unit:
RRP:

LENGTH:
WIDTH:
DEPTH:
WEIGHT:
PACKED:
UNIT:
RRP:

-1 to 18˚C
2-3 season
10
215 x 80 x 80cm
190cm
2.40kg
2 x 165g/m2

40 x 20 x 45cm
Left
Single
£50.00

1 to 20˚C
3 season
9.5
225 x 90 x 90cm
200cm
3.20kg
1 x 300g/m2

40 x 20 x 45cm
Left
Single
£45.00

8 to 20˚C
1-2 season
45 x 45cm/150 x 150cm
1.10kg
1 x 125g/m2

45 x 45 x 15cm
Single
£30.00

200cm
77cm
26cm
1.66kg
70 x Ø22cm
Single
£50.00

-1 to 18˚C
2-3 season
10
215 x 150 x 150cm
190cm
4.55kg
2 x 165g/m2

50 x 25 x 59cm
Twin
Single
£100.00

1 to 20˚C
3 season
9.5
225 x 170 x 170cm
200cm
5.90kg
1 x 300g/m2

50 x 25 x 59cm
Twin
Single
£110.00

200cm
142cm
26cm
2.84kg
73 x Ø23cm
Single
£75.00

SINGLE SINGLE

GRANDE

DOUBLE

open
packed

DOUBLE

DOUBLE

The Transform is two products rolled into one.  A luxurious, filled blanket that 
folds into a cushion, featuring unique soft touch fabrics with fleece on one side 
and print on the other, the Transform adds another layer of warmth in those 
colder months. Ideal for caravan and 
motorhome users as well as for 
campers on cool nights 
around the campsite.

The Cosy Topper provides a warm homely feel by incorporating a memory 
foam layer with soft brushed fabric on the top surface. Fits onto sleep mats, 
camp beds and airbeds.

TRANSFORM

ambience revive

COSY TOPPER 

The Revive utilises a unique design to create the ultimate sleeping experience.  
The Revive has a removable cover and filling so that you can easily wash the 
cover. Featuring unique soft touch fabrics, brushed cotton lining, vibrant colours, 
and functionality, Revive is the perfect sleeping bag for first-time campers, 
caravanners and those that need versatility while sleeping away from home.



The innovative Cocoon sleeping bag is a combination of style, 
quality and freedom of movement for maximum comfort.  This is 
perfect for first time family campers, Youth Groups and festival 
goers.

The unique Wilderness Junior Penguin mummy shaped sleeping 
bag features soft touching fabrics at an affordable price.  This is 
perfect for younger children away from home at a friends sleep 
over.

The popular Wilderness Mini sleeping bag is the perfect combination 
of performance, quality and affordability for that younger camper.  
Perfect for your little ones first camping adventure, to keep them cosy 
and comfortable.

suggested   usage:
performance:
tog:
dimensions:
max  user  height:
weight:
fill  weight:
packed:
zip side:
unit:
RRP:

suggested   usage:
performance:
tog:
dimensions:
max  user  height:
weight:
fill  weight:
packed:
zip side:
unit:
RRP:

suggested   usage:
performance:
tog:
dimensions:
max  user  height:
weight:
fill  weight:
packed:
zip side:
unit:
RRP:

suggested   usage:
performance:
tog:
dimensions:
max  user  height:
weight:
fill  weight:
packed:
zip side:
unit:
RRP:

0 to 20˚C
3 season
9.5
210 x 95 x 60cm
185cm
1.55kg
1 x 250g/m2

43 x Ø25cm
Left
Single
£45.00

8 to 20˚C
2 season
9
170 x 70 x 50cm
150cm
1.25kg
1 x 250g/m2

36 x Ø21cm
Left
Single
£30.00

7 to 15˚C
2 season
10
100 x 60 x 40cm
80cm
900g
2 x 200g/m2

31 x 15 x 39cm

Twin
Single
£30.00

8 to 20˚C
2 season
9
170 x 65 x 55cm
150cm
1.05kg
1 x 250g/m2

35 x 20 x 40cm
Front, knee & shoulders
Single
£47.50

8 to 20˚C
2 season
9
170 x 65 x 55cm
150cm
1.05kg
1 x 250g/m2

35 x 20 x 40cm
Front, knee & shoulders
Single
£47.50

250

penguin dragon

dragon panda

cocoon

wilderness junior wilderness mini

starwalker
The award winning Starwalker is part of our Versa Sleep range.  This unique 
and funky multi-purpose wearable sleeping bag allows kid’s to stay warm 
but have the freedom to move around.  Perfect for kid’s sitting around the 
campsite or heading to the land of nod.
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steel oversized chairs

Our fantastic range of Steel Oversized Chairs are big, comfy 
and robust. The extra strong steel frames make sure the chair 
is sturdy while the padded seat guarantees luxury. Look out for 
the new addition to the range, the Titan Chair, wrapping around 
you to eliminate draft so you can enjoy sitting out and watching 
the sunset without the wind up your back. 

aluminium chairs
Our ‘New’ collection of Aluminium Chairs sport an oval frame 
and texteline fabric which is a strong, durable material which 
won’t fade or deteriorate if you leave it out. The Windsor chairs 
are lightweight, supportive and sturdy, plus the Windsor foot 
stool is perfect for putting your feet up at the end of the day.

steel hard arm chairs
The Steel Hard Arm Chairs are a great choice for any 
campsite, beach or festival. New for 2016 is the Hampton 
collection, perfect for sitting back and relaxing. The steel frame 
is strong and reliable, whilst the padded seats guarantee 
comfort wherever you are.



steel oversized chairs

aluminium chairs

steel hard arm chairs

samson CHAIR 

SIZE: W:60/92 x D:50/60 x H:48/105cm
FOLDED: W:19 x D:19 x H:98cm
WEIGHT: 4.15kg
MAX   LOADING: 180kg / 28st 4lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £35.00

WINDSOR CHAIR

SIZE: W:49/65 x D:39/58 x H:47/110cm
FOLDED: W:65.5 x D:16 x H:100cm
WEIGHT: 4.15kg
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £60.00

WINDSOR tall CHAIR 

SIZE: W:49/65 x D:39/58 x H:46/122cm
FOLDED: W:65.5 x D:16 x H:112cm
WEIGHT: 4.30kg
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £70.00

WINDSOR DLX CHAIR 

SIZE: W:48/65 x D:37/56 x H:48/122cm
FOLDED: W:65.5 x D:16 x H:112cm
WEIGHT: 4.50kg
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £80.00

WINDSOR FOOTSTOOL 

SIZE: W:64.5 x D:49 x H:41.5cm
FOLDED: W:64.5 x D:49 x H:6cm
WEIGHT: 1.25kg
MAX   LOADING: 30kg / 4st 10lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £20.00

titAn CHAIR

SIZE: W:53/86 x D:58/80 x H:45/90cm
FOLDED: W:31 x D:27 x H:105cm
WEIGHT: 6.05kg
MAX   LOADING: 180kg / 28st 4lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £65.00

KRAKEN CHAIR 

SIZE: W:65/68 x D:47/60 x H:47/98cm
FOLDED: W:25 x D:20 x H:89cm
WEIGHT: 4.70kg
MAX   LOADING: 180kg / 28st 4lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £50.00

hampton tall chair 

SIZE: W:48/59 x D:40/58 x H:67/102cm
FOLDED: W:84 x D:58 x H:12cm
WEIGHT: 5.60kg
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £45.00

hampton DLX CHAIR

SIZE: W:48/59 x D:40/58 x H:44/116cm
FOLDED: W:97 x D:58 x H:12cm
WEIGHT: 6.05kg
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £50.00

hampton rocker chair 

SIZE: W:50/61 x D:46/91 x H:43/105cm
FOLDED: W:97 x D:63 x H:15.5cm
WEIGHT: 7.50kg
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £80.00

hampton CHAIR

SIZE: W:49/59 x D:40/58 x H:44/94cm
FOLDED: W:80 x D:58 x H:12cm
WEIGHT: 5.00kg
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £40.00

KIRRA CHAIR 

SIZE: W:53/66 x D:38/73 x H:46/93cm
FOLDED: W:25 x D:14 x H:106cm
WEIGHT: 4.80kg
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 4lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £40.00



little venice CHAIR 

SIZE: W:34/56 x D:35 x H:26/56cm
FOLDED: W:12 x D:13 x H:58cm
WEIGHT: 1.55kg
MAX   LOADING: 60kg / 9st 6lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £14.00

KIDS chairs inflatable chairs

tables

storage and kitchen

Perfect for your little ones. These bright and colourful chairs have 
a steel frame making them strong and sturdy for the kids to relax 
in, no matter how adventurous their day is.  

Creating the comfort of your living room in the great outdoors. Our Inflatable range of chairs are made from flocked PVC 
to make sure that they won’t scuff or damage your ground sheet. 

Get everyone eating together, the Vango range of tables make sure there is a table to suit any family. The Bamboo collection not only gives 
you a more formal dining experience, they are also hardwearing, strong and easy to clean.

Bring a little luxury to your campsite with our incredible choice of Storage and Kitchen products. New for 2016 are the Bamboo storage units which will match the Bamboo Table. 
The storage unit is lightweight with an aluminium frame and the Bamboo top ensures it is hardwearing and durable.

inflatable CHAIR 

SIZE: W:94 x D:83 x H:76cm
FOLDED: W:37 x D:6 x H:27cm
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £25.00

inflatable sofa

SIZE: W:138 x D:87 x H:71cm
FOLDED: W:37 x D:10 x H:27cm
MAX   LOADING: 250kg / 39st 5lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £35.00

MULBERRY TABLE

SIZE: W:110  x D:70 x H:70cm
FOLDED: W:104.5 x D:20.5 x H:12cm
WEIGHT: 5.10kg
MAX   LOADING: 30kg / 4st 10lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £65.00

FURNITURE SET

SIZE: W:120 x D:60 x H:70cm
FOLDED: W:62 x D:61 x H:7cm
WEIGHT: 7.55kg
MAX   LOADING: Table 30kg / 4st 10lbs
     Stools 100kg/ 15st 10lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £75.00

bamboo table 80cm

SIZE: W:80 x D:60 x H:65cm
FOLDED: W:80 x D:61 x H:5.5cm
WEIGHT: 6.35kg
MAX   LOADING: 80kg / 12st 8lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £80.00

transit trolley

SIZE: W:41 x D:39 x H:101cm
FOLDED: W:65 x D:5.5 x H:39cm
WEIGHT: 3.00kg
MAX   LOADING: 70kg / 11st
UNIT: Single
RRP: £37.50

bamboo storage unit & double storage unit 

SIZE: W:60/100 x D:49/49 x H:82/82cm
FOLDED: W:61/101 x D:52/52 x H:10/10cm
WEIGHT: 6.45kg/10.00kg
MAX   LOADING: 30kg / 4st 10lbs 
UNIT: Single
RRP: £90.00 / £130.00

folding organiser 

SIZE: W:58.5 x D:30 x H:31cm
FOLDED: W:36 x D:3.5 x H:31cm
WEIGHT: 880g
MAX   LOADING: 13kg / 2st 
UNIT: Single
RRP: £18.00

storage organiser 

SIZE: W:120 x D:50 x H:70cm
FOLDED: W:40 x D:48 x H:2cm
WEIGHT: 1.30kg
MAX   LOADING: 13kg / 2st
UNIT: Single
RRP: £30.00

Double



bamboo table 100cm 

SIZE: W:100 x D:72 x H:70cm
FOLDED: W:100 x D:37 x H:8cm
WEIGHT: 8.00kg
MAX   LOADING: 80kg / 12st 8lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £100.00

clothes dryer

SIZE: W:134 x D:134 x H:143cm
FOLDED: W:22 x D:13 x H:87cm
WEIGHT: 1.80kg
MAX   LOADING: 22kg / 3st 6lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £35.00



Airbeds
The Vango Airbeds are fantastic whether you want to bring some luxury to your awning or need an extra bed for friends staying over at home. The 
coil beam construction give good support and the soft flock upper surface creates a welcoming and comfy place to fall asleep at the end of the day. 
Plus check out the Airhead range for an additional 5 star experience. Featuring a soft flock head rest, this addition makes sure you don’t lose your 
pillow in the middle of the night. 

HI-RISE DOUBLE FLOCKED AIRBED 

single flocked airbed 

AIRHEAD SINGLE FLOCKED AIRBED 

DOUBLE FLOCKED AIRBED 

AIRHEAD DOUBLE FLOCKED AIRBED 

SIZE: L:210 x W:157 x H:38cm
MAX   LOADING: 250kg / 39st 5lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £50.00

SIZE: L:191 x W:73 x H:20cm
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £15.00

SIZE: L:212 x W:73 x H:55cm
MAX   LOADING: 120kg / 18st 12lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £25.00

SIZE: L:191 x W:137 x H:22cm
MAX   LOADING: 250kg / 39st 5lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £25.00

SIZE: L:212 x W:137 x H:65cm
MAX   LOADING: 250kg / 39st 5lbs
UNIT: Single
RRP: £45.00

WEIGHT: 2.20kg
UNIT: Single
RRP: £75.00

electric airbeam dc pump 
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lights and lanterns
Everything you need to keep going late into the night, the Vango range of lights and lanterns ensure that no matter the 
space there is a lighting solution that will suit you, and enhance your experience.

rocket 120 bluetooth eye light usb tri light 

light bar 

SIZE: W:Ø8 x H:18.8cm
WEIGHT: 200g
UNIT: Single
RRP: £45.00

WEIGHT: 67g
UNIT: 1
RRP: £5.00

WEIGHT: 125g
UNIT: Single
RRP: £10.00

400
Size: L:50 x w:2 x H:1.5cm
550
Size: L:100 x w:2 x H:1.5cm
UNIT: Single
RRP: 400 - £40.00
        500 - £55.00

cookware
For the additional home comforts to make sure your trip as easy as possible. From a cup of coffee in the morning to dinner at night the range offers you that extra bit of help. New for 2016 is the 10 
Litre Jerrycan water carrier. The stable structure means you can fill it up at the start of your trip and you will be able to keep a good supply of drinking or washing up water. 

stainless steel kettle 2l 

SIZE: W:Ø18.5x H:17cm
WEIGHT: 360g
UNIT: Single
RRP: £12.50

VACUUM FLASK 

350ml:  W: Ø7.5 x H:21.5cm
500ml: W: Ø7.5 x H:26cm
750ml: W: Ø9 x H:28cm
1l: W: Ø9 x H:30.5cm
UNIT: Single
RRP: 350ml - £7.00
        500ml - £8.00
        750ml - £9.00
              1L - £10.00

family cutlery set 

SIZE (open): L:43 x W:25cm
SIZE (packed): L:25 x W:Ø7cm
WEIGHT: 430g
UNIT: Single
RRP: £10.00

jerrycan 10l 

SIZE: H:32 x L:28 x W:22cm
WEIGHT: 450g
UNIT: 1
RRP: £13.00

Built in Bluetooth speakers 
to play you rmusic



AirBeam® Service Centres
In the unlikely event that you should experience any trouble with your Vango AirBeam® awning, 
you should contact your retailer where you purchased the product. However, this isn’t always 
possible and we recognise that you might need immediate assistance (for example, whilst on 
holiday). That’s why we have established a network of approved AirBeam® Service Centres to 
help you along the way

For the most up to date list of Vango AirBeam® Service Centres, please visit vango.co.uk

Warranty 
As the original inventor of AirBeam® inflatable technology, we want to ensure you recieve the 
best possible AirBeam® experience. 

For added peace of mind, all Vango AirBeam® products have a warranty that lasts for not 
just one, but two years from the date of purchase. If that’s not enough, the warranty can be 
extended by a further year by registereing your product online*. Another great reason to buy 
Vango AirBeam®!

*Products must be registered within 6 months from the date of purchase. Warranty will be 
extended by one year only and proof of receipt must be obtained.

AIRBEAM® aftercare

With thanks to Sandy Gulls Caravan Park, Norfolk




